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ASSEMBLY THIRD READING 

AB 2524 (Kalra) 

As Amended  March 24, 2022 

Majority vote 

SUMMARY 

Vests the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) with jurisdiction to enforce certain 

provisions relating to employer-employee relations between the Santa Clara Valley 

Transportation Authority (VTA) and its employees, among other provisions.   

Major Provisions 
1) Establish that its primary purpose is to promote the improvement of personnel management 

and employer-employee relations within the VTA by providing a uniform basis for certain 

rights of its employees. 

2) Expressly establish that its provisions must not displace or supplant the requirements under 

existing law relating to labor disputes in public transportation and that the impasse resolution 

and injunctive relief provisions under existing law must remain exclusive. 

3) Vest the PERB with exclusive jurisdiction over, and authority to enforce the provisions of, 

unfair labor practices (ULPs) for the VTA employees represented by an exclusive 

representative, but only after the exclusive representative has consented to the PERB's 

jurisdiction and served written notice on the VTA.  In addition, the PERB's exclusive 

jurisdiction is the initial determination of whether an unfair practice charge is justified, and, 

if so, the appropriate remedy to effectuate these provisions.  The PERB, however, must not 

award strike-preparation expenses as damages, damages for costs, expenses, revenue losses 

incurred during, or as a consequence of, an unlawful strike, in an action to recover damages 

due to an unlawful strike. 

4) Require the VTA to provide reasonable written notice to an exclusive representative of its 

intent to make changes to the scope of representation of the employees represented by an 

exclusive representative so that the exclusive representative has a reasonable amount of time 

to negotiate the proposed changes with the VTA. 

COMMENTS 

1)  Background 

Existing law governs collective bargaining in the private sector under the federal National 

Relations Labor Relations Act (NLRA) but leaves it to the states to regulate collective bargaining 

in their respective public sectors. 

While the NLRA and the decisions of its National Labor Relations Board often provide 

persuasive precedent in interpreting state collective bargaining law, public employees have no 

collective bargaining rights absent specific statutory authority establishing those rights. 

In California, existing law provides several statutory frameworks to provide public employees 

collective bargaining rights, govern public employer-employee relations, and limit labor strife 

and economic disruption in the public sector through a reasonable method of resolving disputes 
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regarding wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employment between public employers 

and recognized public employee organizations or their exclusive representatives.   

Except for the Meyers Milias-Brown Act (MMBA) and Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit 

Authority (LAMTA) Transit Employer-Employee Relations Act (TEERA), these frameworks do 

not cover California's public transit districts by a common collective bargaining statute.  While 

some transit agencies are subject to the MMBA, the majority of transit agencies are subject to 

labor relations provisions that are found in each district's specific Public Utility Code (P.U.C.) 

enabling statute, in joint powers agreements, or in articles of incorporation and bylaws where 

these provisions provide employees with basic rights to organization and representation, but do 

not define or prohibit unfair labor practices.   

Unlike other California public agencies and employees, the majority of transit agency employees 

in which their relations are governed by the P.U.C. have no recourse to the PERB.  Instead, they 

must rely upon the courts to remedy any alleged violations.  Additionally, they may be subject to 

provisions of the federal Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 (LMRA) and the 1964 Urban 

Mass Transit Act (now known as the Federal Transit Act). 

2)  Public Transit Districts:  Jurisdictional Variation for Handling Alleged Workplace Violations 

The courts have held that the MMBA does not apply to public transit districts that have a 

statutorily prescribed method of administering employer-employee relations that was in 

existence at the time the MMBA was enacted, and existing law establishes the TEERA which 

governs employer-employee relations for supervisory employees of the LAMTA. 

This jurisdictional variation for handling workplace violations in public transit employer-

employee relations may be viewed as an inequity in such relations as well as, notwithstanding 

jurisdictional boundaries, result in inconsistent decisions issued by and among the various courts 

and those of the PERB involving workplace violations in this public sector. 

3)  This Measure Does Not Establish a New and Separate Collective Bargaining Statute 

Similar to existing law that relatively recently vests the PERB with certain jurisdiction relating to 

respective labor relations for the Orange County Transportation Authority, the San Francisco 

Bay Area Rapid Transit district, the Sacramento Regional Transit District, and their respective 

employees, this measure does not establish a new statutory collective bargaining framework for 

the VTA and its employees.  Rather, it places the VTA and its employees who are currently and 

will remain statutorily governed by the P.U.C., and are currently required to seek resolution in a 

court of competent jurisdiction to remedy alleged workplace violations (i.e., unfair practice 

charges), under the jurisdiction of the PERB for these purposes, if the employee organization 

elects to be covered by the jurisdiction of the PERB. 

4) Please see the policy committee analysis for a full discussion of this bill. 

According to the Author 
"Many transit districts are able to utilize the PERB to resolve ULP cases.  Currently, [the VTA] 

does not have access to the PERB, nor do they have the option to elect into the PERB's 

jurisdiction.  This leaves the VTA to seek resolution for ULP's through the California Superior 

Court, which can take years to resolve because the courts are overburdened and underfunded.  

Our court systems can be costly to navigate, which can be detrimental to small employee 
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organizations that have limited resources to pursue conflict resolutions for workplace violations.  

[Waiting a long time] for cases to be resolved can contribute to tension in the workplace. 

"[This bill] would give VTA employee organizations the option to move into the PERB's 

jurisdiction to serve as a neutral entity to help resolve ULP claims.  By allowing VTA's 

employee organizations the option to move under the PERB can address pending cases waiting 

to be resolved and assist with other claims in a timely manner." 

Arguments in Support 
The American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), AFL-CIO, 

offers statements similar to those provided by the author.  In addition, AFSCME states that, 

"California's chronically under-resourced court system has a backlog that has been exacerbated 

by the COVID-19 pandemic.  Delays wrought by the existing process can carry on for years, 

contribute to labor tension and complicate contract negotiations.  The PERB is a more timely, 

accessible, and labor-focused venue to resolve any future ULP conflicts that may arise.  Transit 

agencies should have access to the same well-regarded employer-employee conflict resolution 

process as most California public employees.  [This bill] permits VTA employee organizations to 

move to the jurisdiction of PERB for ULP complaints.  In moving to PERB, VTA will join 

Orange County Transportation Authority, San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District and 

Sacramento Regional Transit District. 

AFSCME believes that, "…a more efficient conflict resolution process benefits both the 

employees, the employer and those who rely on public transit." 

The California State Legislative Board of the SMART Transportation Division makes statements 

similar to those of the author and AFSCME, AFL-CIO. 

Arguments in Opposition 
The VTA states that, "[p]resently, [the VTA] resolves ULP complaints through productive and 

collaborative relationships with all of its unions.  Most disputes are resolved without resort to 

legal processes.  For those issues that cannot be resolved informally, the unions have the ability 

to invoke their contractual dispute resolution processes (grievance procedures) for disputes 

covered by their collective bargaining agreements or to file court actions for any unfair labor 

practice allegations not covered by the contracts.  These processes have afforded both parties 

efficient and effective dispute resolution mechanisms for many years.  The addition of PERB 

oversight adds a layer of administrative review not needed in the labor-management relationships 

at VTA. As such, we strongly disagree with the author's premise as put forth in the bill 'a special 

statute is necessary…because of the unique need of the Santa Clara Valley Transportation 

Authority to efficiently and cost-effectively adjudicate unfair labor practice complaints.'" 

FISCAL COMMENTS 

According to the Assembly Appropriations Committee, this bill would result in the following: 

1) Annual General Fund (GF) costs of approximately $10,000 to $20,000 to PERB to adjudicate 

unfair practice charges from VTA.  PERB notes that public transit districts under its 

jurisdiction have generated very few unfair practice charges, and a fair estimate is that PERB 

will receive one or two charges involving VTA each year.  However, to the extent there is an 

increase in disputes, costs could be significantly higher, especially since PERB's jurisdiction 
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has expanded over an increasing number of transit agencies in recent years.  Additionally, 

one-time GF costs of approximately $25,000 to $30,000 to PERB to promulgate regulations. 

2) By requiring the VTA to provide specified notice to the exclusive representative, this bill 

may impose a state-mandated local program.  To the extent the Commission on State 

Mandates (CSM) determines the provisions of this bill create a new program or impose a 

higher level of service on a local agency like the VTA, the local agency could claim 

reimbursement of those costs.  Although a requirement to provide or recognize specified 

local government employment rights is exempt from reimbursement, applicability is 

ultimately decided by the CSM. 

VOTES 

ASM PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT AND RETIREMENT:  4-2-0 
YES:  Cooper, Calderon, Rodriguez, O'Donnell 

NO:  Voepel, Seyarto 

 

ASM APPROPRIATIONS:  12-4-0 
YES:  Holden, Bryan, Calderon, Carrillo, Mike Fong, Gabriel, Eduardo Garcia, Levine, Quirk, 

Robert Rivas, Akilah Weber, Wilson 

NO:  Bigelow, Megan Dahle, Davies, Fong 

 

UPDATED 

VERSION: March 24, 2022 

CONSULTANT:  Michael Bolden / P. E. & R. / (916) 319-3957   FN: 0002716 




